Functional
Objectives

Possessing an understanding of the planning
context established through PlanCOS and
ConnectCOS and upon completing analyses
of corridor conditions and needs, the project
team drafted corridor-wide Functional
Objectives to serve as guiding principles for
identifying and evaluating solutions. These
objectives listed below were tested and
finalized with input from the project team
and community members.
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EAST WEST
CONNECTIVITY

In order to effectively consider potential solutions and compare alternatives for a future vision
of the Platte Avenue Corridor, the project team crafted two alternatives that bracket a range of
choices.

The Platte Avenue Corridor should…

1. An incremental vision focused on addressing specific challenges within the current context

INTEGRATED
IDENTITY

Establish a consistent identity for the corridor while
integrating and enhancing the different character areas and
the transitions between
Integrate the corridor into the community to create an
‘Avenue’, visual connections, and context-specific
placemaking opportunities

EQUITABLE
ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY

Invest in the corridor to support the significant opportunity
presented by Platte Ave to positively impact Citywide
economic and equity outcomes
Provide safe, efficient, and comfortable transportation
options along and across the corridor to enhance mobility
for those who drive, ride, walk, or roll

MULTI-MODAL
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AMBITION
CATEGORY
Maintain functionality of downtown’s street grid

VEHICULAR

TRANSIT

BICYCLE &
PEDESTRIAN

COMMUNITY

Improve operations at the Platte Ave. and
Nevada Ave. intersection

Strengthen connection to Downtown Station

Align travel speeds with neighborhood character
Provide capacity for forecasted future traffic

As these alternatives were explored specific actions or projects in each character area were
developed to achieve them. Public and stakeholder input provided guidance to refine and screen
these actions into two specific corridor strategies.

Provide capacity for forecasted future traffic

Provide capacity for forecasted future traffic

Enhance transit stop accessibility and safety

Improve travel time

Improve travel time

Complete missing sidewalks

Direct connections to the Monument Creek Trail

Enhance connections across Platte Avenue

Support current land uses

Address delays at intersections

Enhance transit stop accessibility and safety

Improve pedestrian safety near Palmer High School

Integrate with Acacia Park

Align travel speeds with a walkable commercial area

Intersection improvements at Union Blvd.

This alternative is intended to be ambitious in
support of all functional objectives for the
corridor and seeks to explore what “could be”
with fewer constraints

Attract choice riders
Plan for future transit

Complete missing sidewalks

Complete missing sidewalks

Enhance connections across Platte Avenue

Enhance connections across Platte Avenue

Reduce pedestrian driveway conflicts

Provide for east/west pedestrian and bicycle travel

Enhance access to businesses

Connect to existing and future trails

Plan for future function of Platte Avenue

Allocate more space for pedestrians

Reduce expressway feel

Support residential land uses

Support scale of current uses

Plan for future land uses

Preserve parking

Preserve parking

Investments in infrastructure to catalyze private investment

Investments in infrastructure to catalyze private investment

Activate adjacent roadway network

Support and enhance neighborhood character

Transformational

Improve Citadel Transfer Station

Support Knob Hill as a destination

Mitigate traffic impacts

SURROUNDING
LAND USES

The incremental vision limits impact to current context but may address fewer functional
objectives or less completely. Such solutions may be focused on a particular mode or location. A
transformational approach is intended to provide additional value at the limits of what is possible,
but require more significant change or investment.

We look forward to receiving your input on these strategic decisions as you review the draft
recommended alternative.

Prioritize the pedestrian experience

While these functional objectives apply corridor-wide, they
must be customized to the context of each varied character
area. To accomplish this, the corridor functional objectives
were translated to character area ambitions. These
ambitions define a successful Platte Avenue corridor
across a range of travel modes and community
development outcomes.

2. A more comprehensive vision to meet all functional objectives and that may require
transformation (change) of the existing context
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Provide capacity for forecast future traffic

COMMUNITY
AND
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DOWNTOWN
IS A
DESTINATION

Willamette St
Bonfoy Ave

St Vrain St

Support Downtown as a destination – while connectivity
between I-25 and the eastern reaches is important, the
character of the Downtown portion of the corridor should
prioritize the vision for Downtown

Murray Blvd
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Nevada Ave

Maintain and enhance east-west connectivity and
capacity for current and future traffic as the primary
function of the corridor, considering travel times, network
connectivity, and activity centers served.

Incremental

This alternative is intended to be effective
in addressing each functional objective
and seeks to explore basic functional
improvements based on existing context

